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Instructions to student

Choose an area.  For each characteristic, write an explanation, and upload evidence.  For each area, there is a
poster to help you, and a version of this form with completed examples.  Save as you go along.

We  are #worldclass learners and leaders with a commitment to achieving the best for our community and our best in the

work place, by acquiring a deep knowledge and understanding of our world’

1. I am an excellent learner, dedicated to life- long learning because I…

Characteristics
Description Evidence
a…understand the importance of learning from mistakes, and build up
intellectual and emotional resilience
When working on my first project in Year 12 with my group we had poor
communication and failed to deliver a satisfactory presentation to our
class but by learning from this mistake I have built up my communication
skills and produced well planned and executed presentations for my
class.
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b…exercise intellectual curiosity, and work independently, creatively and
inventively
I have completed a MOOC on International Macroeconomics which is
something which I am very interested in. While doing this MOOC I was
able to exercise my curiosity for international trade and globalisation and
get a better understanding for them.
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c…demonstrate an entrepreneurial spirit
For our Careers day I made a job application which demonstrated my
entrepreneurial skills and my desire to progress and learn the skills to
succeed in the working world.
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d…reflect on my achievements, revise and improve my ideas
During lockdown in 2020 I was able to reflect on what I had achieved
while in Year 10 and 11 and in August reflect on my GCSE results. While
reflecting on my maths achievements I was displeased so have adapted
my revision methods and managed to achieve an A* on my Autumn
report in Year 12.
e…use strategies for effective learning, such as the ability to memorise,
summarise, rephrase and review
While being in A-level I have really developed my strategies for learning, a
great example of this is my revision resources I have made for
economics. After my economics lessons I will go away and create
flashcards of notes from the lessons to help memorise the new
information, then once we have finished the topic I will do further work
from the text book to expand my knowledge and understanding.

f…practice reading for enjoyment, accompanied by high levels of critical
thinking
During the Easter holiday I have been actively reading the book “God’s
Englishman” to help me get a better understanding of who Oliver
Cromwell is and give me a deeper insight in the English Civil war. This
book has helped me embark on more critical thinking about the causes of
the Civil War and how vital Oliver Cromwell’s role was for securing a
Parliamentary victory?
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g…am an excellent researcher
While producing an essay for the school’s academic journal I had to do
thorough research about the effects of COVID-19 on our economy and
gather relevant and intriguing evidence to help support my claims and
give the readers a more in-depth understanding of the topic.
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h…am an exceptional learning role model to members of the school
community, at all ages, and levels.
For part of my DofE volunteering award I have been tutoring my family to
play guitar and this has helped me develop good leadership skills and
shows that I am capable of teaching others my skills and helping them
progress.
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2. I am an exceptional leader and organiser because I…

a…inspire, encourage and recognise others .
b…know how to plan effectively
c…am efficient
d…am fair, trustworthy and ethical
e…make effective decisions according to reliable evidence
f… set myself goals and targets that enable me to reach my potential

3. I consistently out-perform students from similar contexts, and I am committed to continually improving my
performance because I

a…know how to develop positive relationships with different groups of
people
b…achieve my potential and overcome obstacles
c…have an area of expertise or specialism
d…can demonstrate methods and tools of continual improvement
e…am agile in response to changing needs and circumstances
f…want to improve my learning  continually

4. I am an active participant in my school, local or relevant communities because I …

a…ensure I am accountable for my performance
b…have a balanced approach to satisfying a range of interested parties
with conflicting demands
c…measure the impact of what I do, and change my actions accordingly
d…communicate effectively
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e…make sure the objectives of any activity I carry out are understood
and accepted by the community I am serving
f…research and understand what the community I am serving needs
g…am totally committed to and engaged with the community I am
serving
h…make sure the community I serve are able  freely to share, and
actively seek, opportunities to enhance their own competence,
knowledge and experience

5. I am the best candidate in my field for higher education and/or employment because I …

a…have  high quality work experience
I have had many high quality work experiences but one of the best was a
virtual work experience held by SJP, a FTSE 100 company which works
in wealth management. This gave me a great insight into the financial
working world and how to be successful within the financial sector.
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b…have involvement in  partnerships with business and public
organisations, locally, nationally and internationally
I currently volunteer at Demelza a children’s charity, I do a rage of tasks
spanning from sorting out donations to working at the till communicating
with a range of customers.
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c…have worked with, and learned from individuals, among the best in
their field, with appropriate local, national, and international experience.
I have completed a MOOC on Accounting Essentials provided by Imperial
College Business School, which is a global business school located in
London. It gave me a better insight into accounting and was very
informative.
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d…have exceptionally well developed skills of collaboration
I have collaborated with other students in my year group to produce an
informative PowerPoint on “Mussolini’s use of Literature, Theatre and
Philosophy.”

e…am highly employable
I have many qualities that make me highly employable but it’s my ability
to push myself outside of my comfort-zone and try new things to develop
my skills, such as signing-up and working towards completing my DofE
silver award which has grown many of my skills, such as communication
and leadership.
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f…have developed skills in languages and/or an understanding of global
issues
I am currently in my 6 month of learning Mandarin and working to
progress my knowledge of the language further, this is because China’s
economy is something that fascinates me and I wish in the future to visit
China and study it first-hand. I also achieved a 9 in German for my
GCSE.

6. I am highly literate scientifically, mathematically, technologically and culturally because I…

a…have an awareness of how science, mathematics and technology
shape our environment
b…make well-founded mathematical judgements
c…identify and understand the role that mathematics plays in the world .
d…successfully take the initiative to develop innovative school-based or
external technological systems and processes
f…am willing to engage in science-, mathematical- and
technology-related issues, as a reflective citizen
g…have been exposed to a breadth of texts which develop my general
knowledge
h…appreciate the systems of beliefs, values, attitudes, customs,
institutions and social relations relevant to global developments and am
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able treat all people respectfully and in a suitable manner appropriate to
their culture
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